Download Application

1. Go to www.livescribe.com/store.
2. Click the Redeem link in the “My Shopping Cart” box.

3. Log in to your account if prompted.
4. Fill in the “Smartpen Application Redemption Code” found on the card inside the Sound Stickers box.

5. Check the box to accept the Terms and Conditions.

6. Click on the Redeem button.
Install Application

1. Open the Livescribe Desktop software.
2. Click on the Application Manager tab.
3. Click on the Check for Updates button.
4. Select the Sound Sticker application.
5. Click on the Download and Install button.
6. Click the To Smartpen button next to the Sound Sticker application to install it on the docked smartpen.
7. After installation completes, the Application Manager indicates the application has been installed by displaying a checkmark in the On Smartpen column.
Use Sound Stickers

Record

1. Tap the Record button.  
   (Note: Place the stylus tip in the smartpen if you do not want to write on the Sound Sticker with ink.)
2. Tap the Sound Sticker to begin recording.
3. Tap the Sound Sticker again to stop recording.

   Note: Recording will not work if there is already a recording associated with a Sound Sticker. The message you will receive is, "Delete existing audio before recording."

Cancel – Cancel the recording process

1. During recording, tap the Cancel button to stop recording so it is not saved.

Delete – Erase a recording from a Sound Sticker

1. Tap the Delete button.
2. Tap the Sound Sticker you wish to delete.
3. Tap the Sound Sticker again to confirm.
4. You can now record again on that Sound Sticker.

One-Step Recording* – Record audio by tapping and holding on the Sound Sticker

1. Use the Launch Line or Nav Plus to enter the Sound Stickers menu.
2. Tap right to enter the menu.
3. Tap down to choose Settings.
4. Tap right to choose "Turn on one-step recording."

Overwriting* – Record audio by tapping and holding on the Sound Sticker, even if it already has audio associated with it, without having to delete the audio.

1. Use the Launch Line or Nav Plus to enter the Sound Stickers menu.
2. Tap right to enter the menu.
3. Tap down to choose Settings.
4. Tap right to choose "Turn on overwriting."

Playback Controls

1. Tap the Sound Sticker for playback.
2. Tap the Sound Sticker to pause and again to resume.

* Recommendation: Turn off “One-Step Recording” and “Overwriting” before allowing students to use the smartpen with Sound Stickers.
**Overview**

Bring your classroom library to life by reading aloud stories using Sound Stickers.

**Whole Story** – Put one Sound Sticker on the cover of the book and record the whole story.

**Individual Pages** – Place a Sound Sticker on every page of the book and record the words of the story for each page. Add extra stickers to record sounds related to the story or comprehension questions for the student to answer.

**Applications**

- **Child-to-Child Program:** Older students record books for younger students
- **Reluctant Readers:** Students reading below grade level get fluency practice when they read and record books for younger students
- **At-Risk Programs:** Immerse students in hearing rich language through listening to recorded books

**Sample**

*Pinkalicious and the Pink Drink*
Interactive Maps

Overview

Static wall maps can become interactive learning resources by adding a Sound Sticker to the surface and recording information about the location, culture, history, economy, and other facts about the region.

Record oral presentations students make at the end of research projects about states or countries and place the Sound Sticker on a map. This also works with a globe since Sound Stickers can be placed anywhere.

Applications

- Timelines
- Story Maps
- Charts
- Diagrams

Sample
Word Wall

Overview
To aid students recall and word recognition automaticity, add audio to Word Walls so students can tap on the Sound Sticker and hear the word read aloud.

1. Create the Word Wall.
2. Record the word spoken aloud on a Sound Sticker.
3. Place the Sound Sticker next to the word on the Word Wall.
4. Store the smartpen as part of the Word Wall.

Applications
- Sight Words
- Vocabulary Definitions
- Word of the Day
- Daily Oral Language
- Popcorn Words
- Interactive Bulletin Boards

Sample
http://tinyurl.com/5tqy7ar
Overview

Gwyneth Jones, the “Daring Librarian” from Howard County Public Schools in Maryland, has a blog post describing how to do Pencast Book Reviews. Check it out at: http://tinyurl.com/3yc3nub.

Gwyneth has been doing this for a while so think of how much easier some of her techniques can be using Sound Stickers.

Applications

- Shelf Talkers
- Talking Bookmarks
- Oral Book Reports
- Talking Comic Strips
- Reading Comprehension Responses

Sample

http://tinyurl.com/6fa25cn
**Auditory Flash Cards**

**Overview**

Sound Stickers can be used to record cues on flash cards. For vocabulary cards, use Sound Stickers to give the audio clue for the vocabulary word and read the definition to the student. The set can be placed on an O-ring for students to use in a center activity or they can be taken home with the smartpen.

For second language learners, Sound Stickers with word recordings can be placed on flash cards or objects around the classroom. Students can view the card/object, recall and speak its name in the target language, and then tap the Sound Sticker to see if they are correct.

**Applications**

- **Bilingual Cards** – Record information in two languages
- Alphabet Letters
- Spelling Words
- Sight Words
- Vocabulary
- Math Facts

**Sample**

http://tinyurl.com/68fzbuh
Behavior Charts

Overview
Place Sound Stickers on a behavior modification chart that a student can listen to as a reward for exhibiting desired behaviors. The Sound Sticker could play their favorite song, a message from their parents, a story, or other incentive to motivate the student.

Have a dedicated smartpen for the behavior stickers that students are allowed to get from a designated location when they achieve their behavior modification goals.

Applications
- Class Rewards
- Music Notebooks
- Storyboards
- Joke Book

Sample

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reward Songs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mary Had a Little Lamb</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Twinkle Twinkle Little Star</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bear Went Over the Mountain</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Wheels on the Bus</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Direction Dots

Overview

Record directions for how to connect equipment, use a reference book in the library, access a computer program, or anything else onto a Livescribe Sound Sticker. Let users tap with a smartpen to hear the directions as many times as needed. Directions can be changed daily if necessary by deleting the audio and re-recording using the steps below:

1. Tap the Delete button.
2. Tap the Sound Sticker you wish to delete.
3. Tap the Sound Sticker again to confirm.
4. Record again on that Sound Sticker.

Applications

- **Center Activities** – Use the same Sound Sticker each day to record the directions for center activities so students know where to tap to get the directions.
- You can write on a Sound Sticker and it will still play back audio. In the diagram to the right each dot has a letter so the user knows where to connect the cord.

Sample
Reflective Artwork

Overview

Sound Stickers can be placed on student murals, posters, or artwork. Additional information such as a student’s perspective about the work, facts, comments, or sounds that relate to the artwork can be added in recordings.

Create a back to school mural featuring pictures of each teacher with a short bio and recorded introduction. Parents will enjoy learning about the teachers in the school by tapping on the Sound Stickers across the mural.

Applications

- Place Sounds Stickers on an index card with the title and artist’s name for sculptures
- Students can do sketches on dot paper and send it to the teacher as a PDF for feedback before creating the work

Sample
Teacher Feedback

Overview

In a study that compared oral vs. typed feedback teachers provided 2½ times more information (measured in word count) when speaking than typing. Create feedback resources so you can give students a feedback code on their work using some of these ideas.

Online Feedback – Create a pencast with the code and oral feedback that students can access through Livescribe Online or an uploaded pencast.

Bulletin Boards – Create a poster or bulletin board with the codes on Sound Stickers so students can tap the sticker for feedback.

Feedback Notebook – Place the notebook pages filled with the codes and feedback in a binder using page protectors.

Research Link

Using Asynchronous Audio Feedback to Enhance Teaching Presence and Students’ Sense of Community

http://tinyurl.com/4y7gbzx

Sample

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Writers Workshop Feedback</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ideas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sentence Fluency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
# Project-Based Learning

## Overview

In project-based learning, the project is the main vehicle for teaching content and skills. Use Sounds Stickers on a project to:

1. Identify the **driving question** that captures the issue and creates a **need** for students to know more about the topic.
2. Capture the **critical thinking**, **collaboration**, and **communication** skills students used during the **inquiry** and **innovation** process.
3. Provide plenty of **feedback** for students to make **revisions** before their **presentation**.
4. Gives students **voice** and **control** over their work.

## Applications

- Murals
- Artwork
- Posters
- Comic Strips
- Brochures

## Sample

---

![Sample Image](http://tinyurl.com/6xrmrrs)

---
Tactile Markers

Overview

Using tactile markers, or an APH “tong” tool, bumps can be added to an object or a piece of paper with a Sound Sticker next to the marker or bump. Visually impaired students can then locate the marker or bump with their fingers and use the smartpen to tap on the Sound Sticker and hear a message.

Applications

- View a video that shows the Livescribe Talking Braille Periodic Table

http://tinyurl.com/3djrvdv

Sample

http://tinyurl.com/3jbzaw